
FOUNTAINS AT SEA BRIGHT CONDOMINIUM ASSOCIATION

May 27, 2008

BOARD OF TRUSTEES

MINUTES

The meeting took place at the Monmouth Beach Cultural Center.

Present at the Meeting:  Marc Leckstein, Glenn Gorab, Manny Curcio, Eddie Santiago, Pati Hellmers,

Kathy Winch and Tina Cadott (Management), Joe Nigro (QES Construction Management).

14 owners present

Marc Leckstein called the meeting to order at 7:11PM.

The Board discussed the minutes from the April 14, 2008 meeting. As some of the Board members had

not yet had an opportunity to thoroughly review the minutes, it was agreed to hold off approving the

meeting minutes until the June 9  meeting. th

Marc Leckstein then began the meeting by restating his comments from the last board meeting wherein he

had indicated that all of the renovated units in building B would be receiving a flooring credit. Marc

indicated that after the meeting he had been advised by other Board members that they did not share this

opinion.  Eddie stated that in his opinion any Units with damaged flooring should put claims into their

personal insurance companies. Glen indicated he agreed with Eddie. Everyone agreed that the Association

would still be responsible for the drywall and painting of the renovated units.  

Eddie Santiago put forth a motion that the official Association policy was to be that the Association

would not offer a flooring credit for the renovated units. Manny Curcio second the motion. Glen Gorab

and Pati Hellmers voted in favor of the motion. Marc Leckstein voted against the motion indicating that

he did not believe the Board was being consistent with its prior statements.   Motion carried by a vote of

4-1.

Joe Nigro provided a fire update:

The Association has four certificates of occupancy for units 46, 48, 45 & 52.  The certificate for unit 47 is

being held up as the owner is doing a lot of his own renovations.  Joe needs to complete the walk thru for

unit 51.  Units 43, 44, 53 & 54 are in good shape but they are being held up due to stairwell issues. The

Borough of Sea Bright is now requiring the building to have a single fire alarm system.  Marc requested

Joe get this request, and every other request from the Borough,  in writing.

Joe noted that with regard to the newly constructed units, the next step would be to get the plumbing,

electrical, framing and insulation inspections completed, then the sheetrock can begin.  He further noted

some of the homeowners have not finalized all of their upgrades, which can delay the process.



Joe next explained that during the walk thru with the renovated units, pictures would be taken and the unit

owner would then be asked to sign a release form prior to their taking ownership of the unit.  He noted the

same process would happen with the reconstructed units.  Following a Unit’s turnover, any contractor

needing access to a unit would be the homeowner’s responsibility, not the Association’s.  

Joe lastly noted that with regard to the issuance of a Certificate of Occupancy, the Borough will only

issue CO’s to units that have sheetrock, working plumbing, electrical and a fire alarm.

There was a discussion regarding the drainage in the courtyard.  Joe noted the Association’s engineer had

made revisions to the plans so as to enlarge the piping.  He further noted the excavating will stay away

from the pavers and should not interfere with entry into the units. Joe also stated the drains from building

A will be attached to this new drain.  

There was a question asked from the public as to whether all of the homeowners have insurance for their

units.  It was noted there was a resolution passed by the Board, which now requires homeowners to carry

insurance for their units.  Management was directed to find out who had submitted homeowners insurance

information to the Management Company.  Glen noted that any damage to the common areas would be

the homeowner’s responsibility and would be covered by the homeowner’s insurance.

It was also questioned by the public as to whether all of the outside contractors carry insurance and how is

this monitored.  Glen stated it is not the Associations responsibility to check on an individual

homeowner’s contractor’s insurance.  It was noted that if a permit is needed the contractor would need to

supply his insurance information for the permit.

There was a question regarding the replacement of the electrical boxes in the units.  Pati stated she would

talk to Ralph from ADL to inquire if the unit owners could get a better price if the owners used his

services.  Marc noted the Association cannot mandate which contractors Unit Owners use if the

Association is going to require the homeowners to pay for the replacement, they can however enforce the

date by which work must be completed by.  With that said, Marc further noted that the Board had

previously postponed the requirement that electrical boxes in Building “A” needed to be updated.  The

Board intends to reinstitute that policy, at a later date, once proper specs can be established.

Pati indicated she performed a walk thru with Jerry from A&B installers.  Jerry is going to give Pati a list

of the units that need air conditioner sleeves replaced.  Pati noted the Association will be paying for this

installation.  However, once this replacement project is concluded, it will be the responsibility of

individual Unit Owner’s to pay for their own sleeve replacements.   

Eileen Madden questioned whether once the homeowners take possession of their unit, which inspections

will they be responsible for completing to get their certificate of occupancy.    Joe noted each town is

different, but that he will forward information to Eddie to be posted on the web site.  Eileen also inquired

if new permits will need to be pulled.  Joe explained that if another contractor is being used by the

homeowners to complete their units, those new contractors will need to pull a new permit.  Joe Nigro

indicated that would find out which permits are being finalized by Wright Construction. 



 With regard to the new drainage system, Joe noted the timetable for the installation would take a couple

of weeks.  The leaders for building B are to be installed into drains.

The topic now turned to the pending Assessment for completing the work on Building “B”. Eddie

explained the Board had just received the breakdown for the cost of the fire from the Association’s

auditor Synkowski & Normann.  The shortfall will be approximately $174,348 with an estimated

additional cost of $30,000 for incidentals. Eddie emphasized that these were not the final numbers and

that these also did not include the costs for the necessary repairs to Building “A”. Eileen Madden noted if

the assessment is combined to include both Buildings, the insurance companies might kick it back.  Marc

stated the Board understood everyone has different insurance. It was recognized that some insurance

companies would be covering the loss, while others would not. Marc assured the Unit Owners that the

Association would work with each home owner’s insurance company to provide whatever information

might be needed to process individual claims.  Eddie indicated that by the next meeting final numbers

should be available for the Building “B” assessment.

Pati stated the Association is looking into getting a bank loan to help pay for the pending assessments.

Manny noted the loan would be a line of credit and the Association would only be assessed interest on the

amount actually used.  

There was a question pertaining to Association restoring the bulkhead instead of replacing the bulkhead.

The Board stated the bulkhead was going to be replaced not restored.

Management was directed to send a letter for the owners in building A to clean up the balconies.

Management was also directed to find out which units are owner occupied and which are leased.

Pati inquired what was going on with the beach/dock keys.  Tina indicated she was not aware of that issue

and would need to inquire with the property manager.

Marc explained that if anyone was interested in replacing their window or sliding glass doors they should

do it now before the vinyl siding is installed on Building A.  There was an inquiry as to when the siding

would be installed and the Board stated they would check with Wright Construction.  All window or

sliding door replacements would have to be approved by the Board prior to the work occurring. 

With no further business coming before the Board, a motion was thereafter made by Manny Curcio and

seconded by Eddie Santiago to adjourn to executive session at 8:30PM.  The next meeting will take place

on June 9, 2008.
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